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INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES
•

You should use the time available to study the
instructions overleaf. You may make notes on this
sheet, which you should take into the examination
room with you.

•

When the test begins you will be asked:
(i) to carry out the task described overleaf
(ii) to discuss with the examiner a topic or text which
you have prepared during the course. The topic
must refer to Germany or a German-speaking
country.

•

You may not use a dictionary.
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ROLE PLAY D – CANDIDATE’S SHEET
NOTE TO THE CANDIDATE: You should begin by asking
the two questions. The task can then be completed in
the order you prefer. You should base your replies on
the English text, but sometimes you will need to use
your imagination and initiative to react to the examiner’s
comments and questions.
DIE SITUATION
Ihr deutscher Austauschpartner/Ihre deutsche
Austauschpartnerin besucht Sie in England.
DIE AUFGABE
Der Austauschpartner/die Austauschpartnerin (der Prüfer/
die Prüferin) und Sie besprechen das Thema Urlaub. Er/
sie möchte wissen, was Sie in den Sommerferien planen.
Mit Hilfe der Broschüre erklären Sie Ihren Plan, in KleinTibet in den Himalayas zu trekken.
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ZUERST MÜSSEN SIE FOLGENDE INFORMATIONEN
HERAUSFINDEN:
1
2

WAS FÜR EINEN SOMMERURLAUB ER/SIE MACHEN
MÖCHTE
WOHIN ER/SIE WILL.

Sie erzählen ihm/ihr von Ihrem Plan, in Ladakh zu trekken.
Sie müssen erklären:
•
•
•
•
•

wo Ladakh ist
die Geographie
die Trekks
was Besucher sehen und machen können
wie man dahin kommt

Im Laufe des Gesprächs besprechen Sie auch:
•
•

die Länge des Urlaubs
Fitness
Ein paar Hilfsvokabeln:
monasteries – Klöster
Buddhist – buddhistisch
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TREKKING IN LADAKH
Want the holiday of a lifetime? Then join one of our
summer trekking groups to Ladakh, the fabulous
region in the Himalayas now visited by over 18,000
tourists every year.
Although in India, Ladakh is known as Little Tibet
because of its cultural and geographical similarities
with Tibet. At between 2500 and 5000 metres, it’s
a land of stunning mountains and wild scenery.
Summers are short and some roads are only open
from June to mid-October.
Typical treks last 5–6 hours per day and can be tiring,
so you must have a good level of fitness. Your luggage
is carried for you, so you only need a daypack and
strong walking boots.
•
•
•

Marvel at ancient monasteries and Buddhist
culture from the 2nd century
See village life as it really is
Visit a typical festival and try the local food

Daily flights from Delhi to Leh (largest city).
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OCR is committed to seeking permission to reproduce all third-party content
that it uses in its assessment materials. OCR has attempted to identify and
contact all copyright holders whose work is used in this paper. To avoid the
issue of disclosure of answer-related information to candidates, all copyright
acknowledgements are reproduced in the OCR Copyright Acknowledgements
Booklet. This is produced for each series of examinations, is given to all
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from our public website (www.ocr.org.uk) after the live examination series.
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third-party content in this assessment material, OCR will be happy to correct
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For queries or further information please contact the Copyright Team, First
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OCR is part of the Cambridge Assessment Group; Cambridge Assessment
is the brand name of University of Cambridge Local Examinations Syndicate
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